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ABSTRACT: The sensing and differentiation of explosive
molecules is key for both security and environmental
monitoring. Single fluorophores are a widely used tool for
explosives detection, but a fluorescent array is a more
powerful tool for detecting and differentiating such
molecules. By combining array elements into a single
multichannel platform, faster results can be obtained from
smaller amounts of sample. Here, five explosives are
detected and differentiated using quantum dots as
luminescent probes in a multichannel platform: 2,4-
dinitrotoluene (DNT), 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT), tetryl
(2,4,6-trinitrophenylmethylnitramine), cyclotrimethylene-
trinitramine (RDX), and pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN). The sharp, variable emissions of the quantum dots, from
a single excitation wavelength, make them ideal for such a system. Each color quantum dot is functionalized with a different
surface receptor via a facile ligation process. These receptors undergo nonspecific interactions with the explosives, inducing
variable fluorescence quenching of the quantum dots. Pattern analysis of the fluorescence quenching data allows for
explosive detection and identification with limits-of-detection in the ppb range.

KEYWORDS: quantum dot, TNT, sensor, luminescence, explosive, multichannel

D etection of small amounts of explosive material is a
key challenge in both the securing of public spaces
and vulnerable targets and the environmental

monitoring of drinking and waste waters. The application of
cross-reactive arrays to chemical sensing is a major advance for
the detection of a range of these analytes, without the need for
highly specific antibody or similar tests.1−3 Array-based sensing
can differentiate between multiple components within complex
mixtures, as well as allowing detection of previously unknown
or unexpected analytes without the need for a new sensor.
Previous examples have focused on using electrochemical
sensors and colorimetric dyes, and advances in computing
power allow for application of machine learning techniques to
rapidly classify sensing results with a variety of multivariate
statistical techniques.4−8 The use of nanoparticle-based sensors
by Rotello et al. for biosensing has introduced another powerful
tool to array-based chemical sensing, and the new direction of
this work focuses on multichannel sensing; combining elements
of the cross-reactive array in a single test with multiple outputs,
for example, multiple color channels, to reduce the sample
volume required and increase sample throughput.9−11

Explosive detection is a problem that lends itself well to such
an array-based technique. Monitoring of types and levels of
explosive in the environment is an active challenge in the
security and environmental safety domains,12,13 with the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) setting limits on 2,4-
dinitrotoluene (DNT), 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT), and cyclo-
trimethylenetrinitramine (RDX) in drinking water (<0.1 mg/
L). Fluorescent nanoparticle-based sensing systems lend
themselves to multichannel sensing due to their wide variety
of colors and sharp emission peaks.14 It has been shown that
quantum dots (QDs) bind a range of explosives in different
ways, bringing the explosive into close proximity with the
fluorescent nanoparticles, causing electron-transfer-mediated
fluorescence quenching.15−20 The differential binding between
different QD surfaces gives rise to variable fluorescence
quenching, allowing a sensing array to be created. Although
several simple QD systems have been described for nitro-
aromatic explosives, such as TNT and picric acid, particularly
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focusing on the formation of Meisenheimer complexes between
the electron-poor aromatics and electron-rich amines,21 few
have tried to discriminate between multiple types of
explosive.22−24

Herein we report a multichannel nanoparticle array for the
detection of explosives in a rapid single fluorometric test. It is
based on a system of cross-reactive surface functionalities
comprised of two macrocyclic (calixarene and cyclodextrin) and
two simple (−OH and −OMe) surfaces on multicolored,
fluorescent QDs. The system is designed to respond to a range
of explosives through supramolecular interactions, such as
host−guest binding, electrostatics, and π−π stacking, causing
fluorescence quenching of the QDs, to create an analytical
fingerprint (Figure 1). It is tested against five explosives, DNT,

TNT, tetryl, RDX, and pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN)
using single channel analysis, demonstrating 100% specificity.
The system is created in methanol for compatibility with widely
used methanolic solid-phase extraction techniques. Multi-
channel explosive sensing is then demonstrated using three of
the QD sensors with high sensitivity and specificity.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

System Design and Synthesis. Host−guest interactions
mediated by macrocyclic hosts are a powerful tool for cross-
reactive binding studies.25 Here, two macrocycles were selected
to form cross-reactive QD surfaces: calix[4]arene (CX) and β-
cyclodextrin (CD). Calixarenes have small but open and flexible
aromatic cavities (∼3 Å),26 allowing for π−π interactions with
aromatic guests.27 Cyclodextrins have a larger, more rigid cavity
(∼5.7 Å)28 and are entirely aliphatic, cyclic glucopyranoside
oligomers, giving very different receptor characteristics.25 To
supplement these, OH and OMe surface functionalities were
created to give differential reactivity (Figure 2).
Red, green, and blue QDs were synthesized by decom-

position of CdO and trioctylphosphine-Se at high temperature
by varying reaction times, then shelled with ZnS via

decomposition of Zn-dithiocarbamate onto the surface (Figure
S7).29−31

The surface bound receptors in this study were designed with
a lipoic acid (LA) headgroup, a short triethylene glycol (TEG)
spacer for solubility and the surface functionality itself (CX,
CD, OH, or OMe). A short ethylene glycol was used to ensure
close proximity of the bound analyte to the nanoparticle
surface, facilitating better electron transfer. An azido-click
approach was taken to the ligand synthesis. Azide terminated
LA-TEG was produced, and the macrocycles were mono-
functionalized with alkynes using literature procedures.32,33 A
click-coupling was performed using copper immobilized on
carbon, in the presence of base.34 This strategy allows for future
variation in the library of surface functionalities, potentially
enabling attachment of any alkyne functionalized moiety.
The QD ligand exchange was achieved with 365 nm UV-light

on the LA moiety in a biphasic hexane/MeOH system.35,36

This QD functionalization does not require protected thiols or
borohydride salts and gives good control over ratios of different
receptors on the surface of the nanoparticle. This proved useful
for tailoring solubility of the particles. CX capped QDs
produced with this method were not fully soluble in MeOH
so a 3:2 mix of CX to OMe was used to give full solubility. All
other ligand surfaces were fully composed of the named ligand.
It has been shown that this procedure can introduce up to 200
ligands per QD, however in this case, it is likely to be fewer due
to the larger size of the terminal functionality and shorter chain
length.37

Initially each surface ligand (CD, CX, OH, and OMe) was
assembled onto green QDs (em. 544 nm) to create CD544,
CX544, OH544, and OMe544. In addition red QDs (em. 608 nm)
CX608, OMe608 and blue QD (em. 516 nm) OH516 were
produced and tested. The QDs produced were air stable and
stored in the refrigerator without significant loss of fluorescence
for 3 months.

Sensing. Methanolic solutions of each QD were titrated
with one of five explosives of interest: DNT, TNT, tetryl, RDX,
and PETN, in a single channel fashion - one type of QD per
test. These explosives were selected on the basis of current
threats and to test a range of different analyte functionalities
(structures given in Figure 2(ii)). On mixing, the ligand should
bind the explosive, and an electron-transfer mechanism
between the QD and the electron-deficient explosive causes
QD fluorescence quenching. The final concentration of
explosive in the solution was varied between 15 and 85 μM
with the aim of obtaining a linear quenching regime
(approximately 1−30 ppm dependent on explosive mass).
Figure 3a illustrates the quenching results of each single
channel QD for each analyte. The rate of quenching was
measured and found to be <10 s in all cases. An exemplar
kinetic curve is given in Figure S12.
Of the green channel QDs, CX544 showed good quenching

for TNT and tetryl, and to a lesser extent DNT. For example
TNT achieved maximal %Quenching [%Q = 100 × (1 − I/I0)]
of 73%Q and had a limit of detection (LOD) of <0.1 μg/mL.
Tetryl had a maximal 47%Q and a LOD = 1.2 μg/mL (Table
S2). The response of the CX surface is justified through π-
system interactions between the calixarene and the electron-
deficient arene systems of TNT, tetryl, and DNT, causing
strong binding between analyte and QD, and the relative
efficiencies of the ET process between the QD and the analyte.
Although PETN was hard to detect, often causing the least
quenching of all the analytes, CD544 achieved a greater response

Figure 1. Scheme of sensing mechanism. Differential analyte
binding across the multicoloured QD array gives a fluorescent
fingerprint for the analyte that can be analyzed computationally.
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to PETN than for DNT. The PETN response from CD544 is
small (16%Q at maximum), implying poor electron transfer
between analyte and QD, but the increased response as
compared to DNT or RDX gives a good discriminant for this
compound. It is possible that the PETN could bind one arm
inside the hydrophobic CD cavity, due to its greater flexibility
compared to the rigid aromatic explosives.38,39

QDs OH544 and OH516 gave a similar response to the five
analytes, likewise CX544 and CX608, implying that for the most
part, the different color QDs are interchangeable with the
different functional surfaces. However, OMe608 gave far higher
quenching responses than its green counterpart, in particular to
TNT and tetryl, achieving maxima of 85%Q and 77%Q,
respectively. This behavior makes OMe608 a useful stand-alone
sensor for nitro-aromatics with a limit of detection of <0.2 μg/
mL for DNT, TNT, and tetryl, giving rise to the potential for
naked-eye detection (Figure 4). Test strips impregnated with
OMe608 could successfully detect TNT and tetryl clearly.
Explosives DNT, RDX, and PETN gave some degree of
quenching, but particularly with the latter two, there was not
enough for naked-eye detection on the strip.
This deviation from the expected response could be due to

the larger and less spherical (Figure S7c) red QDs having a
lower ligand surface coverage, allowing the more rigid, planar,
arene analytes to effectively slip down the gaps between the
OMe ligands and interact more closely with the QD surface,
thus facilitating a stronger quenching. It has been recently

stated that dithiol headgroups, such as dihydrolipoic acid,
provide less surface protection than monothiols at low
adsorbate concentrations but are less likely to be displaced,
thus ensuring longer term colloidal stability.40 These larger %Q
values are not observed for CX608 due to the bulky ligand
headgroup, providing more effective surface sheilding. To
explore this, we modeled how the analytes might interact with
the QD surface.

Ab Initio Modeling. Ab initio methods (described in full in
the Supporting Information (SI) Section 4) were applied to
probe whether binding of the analytes to the particle surface
was feasible and to measure the resulting distortion of the
electronic structure. Despite the small size of the CdSe@ZnS
QD, they are large enough to be modeled as a periodic slab of
ZnS. Thus, a model of wurzite ZnS (110) was developed with
density functional methods, as described in the SI.41 Reduced
functional approximations of each of the five analytes were then
tested on the surface to measure the extent of the adsorption
on the pristine ZnS (110) surface (Figures 5, S8, and S9). The
results, summarized in Table 1, show that thiols, as expected,
form strong surface bonds, and although the analytes can bind
to the surface it is unlikely the thiols are displaced.
Nitroaromatics showed little interaction through the aromatic
ring but did bind to the surface through the nitro-groups.
Increase in the number of nitro groups did not significantly
increase the binding potential. Finally nitroaliphatics were

Figure 2. Synthesis and molecules used for surface creation and testing. (i, a) Mesyl chloride, triethylamine (TEA), THF, RT, then NaN3,
H2O, 100 °C, then PPh3, 1 M HCl, EtOAc, RT, 65%; (b) LA, DCC, DMAP, DCM, RT, 97%; (c) Cu@C catalyst, monopropargyl cavitand,
TEA, dioxane, 70 °C, 3 days; (d) as (b), 0.1 equiv LA, 60%; and (e) methoxyPEG 350, as (b), 82%. (ii) Analytes tested.
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modeled, and nitrate esters and nitroamines were shown to also
bind, however nitroamines bound more favorably.
In the case of OMe608, if each analyte was reaching the

surface, then we would expect nitroaromatics to affect
fluorescence substantially due to reasonable binding and
electronic structure modification. However, we predict a low
response from nitrate esters due to low binding, despite their

good electron withdrawal, and strong binding of nitroamines,
but no charge transfer. This model is simplified because it does
not account for additional electron-withdrawing groups on the
different analytes, for example, TNT vs DNT, nor the sterics
between molecules and capping ethylene glycol chains or other
lateral interactions. Accounting for the extra NO2 groups on
TNT and tetryl and the steric bulk of PETN and RDX, the
expected series is tetryl ≃ TNT > DNT > RDX ≃ PETN,
which is as observed. This adds weight to the theory of analyte
penetration of the ligand surface of OMe608.

Chemical Nose/Tongue for Explosives Sensing. The
differential quenching of each QD by each analyte was used to
build up fingerprints for the analytes in the range of
concentrations (full details given in Methods). The fluores-
cence quenching was expressed as either Stern−Volmer
quenching (SV = I0/I) or percentage quenching (%Q). These
fingerprints were then analyzed with machine learning
techniques to investigate the classification accuracy achieved.
The models were blind to the concentration data. Linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) was employed, and as a
comparator, a support vector machine (SVM) utilizing 10-
fold cross validation was tested,4 but returned poorer
classification results (Tables S5 and S6).
We examined first whether SV or %Q data provided better

classification power. LDA analysis of the full data set attained
100% classification accuracy in each case, but the −2logLikeli-
hood score for the SV data of 0.389 indicated that it performed
slightly worse than analysis of %Q data, with −2logLikelihood
= 0.001 (see SI for discussion of negative loglikelihoods, but

Figure 3. Results of single channel sensing with seven red, green, and blue QDs. (a) %Quenching for each QD for a range of analyte
concentrations. Lines indicate best linear fit by least-squares, and shading indicates confidence of fit. (b) Canonical plot (LDA) for %Q data
set. Ellipses indicate 95% CI of the mean. Data are classified with 100% accuracy. (c) Jackknifed analysis of same data set showing
classification % for several subsets of the array, indicated by ticks, to illucidate the discriminatory power of each QD, indicated by the % of
correct classification for that subset.

Figure 4. Detection by eye. (a) Five test strips prepared with
OMe608 on filter paper, exposed to drops of water, MeOH, tetryl,
and TNT (detailed in SI). Quenching is observed for tetryl and
TNT, although TNT still has some residual brightness in the
center. As the camera did not record the brightness of the QDs well
under blacklight, postprocessing was performed to improve
contrast against background, to simulate what is seen by eye (b).
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simply put, the smaller the number the better). This difference
is further illustrated in the canonical plots for each analysis
(also explained further in the SI). The %Q plot ellipses (95%
confidence limit of the data mean) are all well separated
(Figure 3b), whereas for the SV data (Figure S10) there is close
proximity between the TNT and DNT ellipses.
To investigate which QDs had the most discriminatory

power in the array, a jackknifed analysis was conducted, using
the %Q data set, running the LDA multiple times including
only a subset of the particles in turn (Figure 3c). As expected,
removing quenching information decreased classification
accuracy and indicated that the most powerful discriminating
elements were OMe608, due to its large quenching response to
aromatics, and CD544 due to its differential response to PETN.

Figure 5. Modeling of surface interactions. (a) First approximations of analytes and surface bound thiol. Example of nitrate ester bound to
slab in (b) side on and (c) top down profile.

Table 1. Summary of Adsorption Parameters: Binding
Energy Per Site (EB), Charge Transfer (Δq), Band Gap (Eg),
and Work Function (ϕ) Compared with Pristine ZnS(110)
Surface

approximation EB (eV) Δq (eV) Eg (eV) ϕ (eV)

single thiol −0.72 −0.1 2.06 3.5

dihydrolipoic acid −0.50 −0.1 2.05 3.5

benzene −0.15 0.0 2.06 3.7

nitrophenol −0.19 0.0 1.32 4.0

dinitrophenol −0.20 0.2 0.63 4.7

nitrate ester −0.17 0.8 1.82 3.6

nitroamine −0.48 −0.2 2.03 3.4

Figure 6. Results of multichannel sensing. (a) Canonical plot for LDA analysis of single channel data approximating the multichannel example
with OH516, CX544, and OMe608. Ellipses show 95% CI on the mean. Classification accuracy is 80%. (b) Calculated fit of the three QDs to give
composite curve relative to obtained fluorescence spectrum. (c) Canonical plot for multichannel array with %Q data for 516, 520, 533, 544,
and 608 nm. Classification accuracy is 100%. (d) Sample titration curves for tetryl and RDX against the multichannel system, with increasing
concentration decreasing the fluorescence.
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It was also shown that by choosing a subset of the seven
QDs, good classification accuracy could still be achieved. A
single channel array using the four 544 nm QDs could classify
the data with 87% accuracy. Thus, a multichannel (mixed
element in a single test) sensor was designed to utilize three
different colored QDs, each bearing a different surface
functionality. Other considerations were selecting the most
discriminating elements and choosing those that gave the
largest dynamic response, to provide clear peaks in the more
complex spectral environment. OH516, CX544, and OMe608 were
selected for the reasons above, and when modeled as a subset of
the single channel data gave a classification accuracy of 80%,
suggesting that a multichannel sensor would be successful
(Figure 6a).
To create a multichannel sensor for explosives, the three

QDs (OH516, CX544, and OMe608) were mixed. The final
spectrum was confirmed by recombination of individual QD
spectra to ensure there were no interaction effects between the
individual elements (Figure 6b). On excitation at 365 nm, the
analytes were titrated at the same concentrations as before, and
the principal QD emission wavelengths were monitored, as well
as two intermediate wavelengths in the overlap regions between
peaks (516, 520, 533, 544, and 608 nm). LOD analysis on the
data was hard to perform for RDX and PETN, due to nonlinear
responses, but for nitroaromatics tetryl and TNT, LODs of <1
μg/mL and 0.2 μg/mL were obtained respectively, across the
whole array (Table S3).
The change in fluorescence at the five points, at different

concentrations was then used to train and test LDA and SVM
models with SV and %Q data sets as before. LDA analysis on
the %Q data set performed better than a simple combination of
the three individual channels from the single channel data set,
scoring 100% classification accuracy (−2logLikelihood = 1.51)
(Figure 6c). The availability of intermediate wavelengths in the
multichannel setting allows for this improved classification
accuracy, by probing the cross-reactivity between the three
sensor elements directly in a single test. The SV data set again
performed worse, only scoring 83.3% accuracy (Figure S11).
Jackknifed analysis was performed with the most successful

(%Q LDA) model to investigate the classification power of
each wavelength (Table S4). It was found that no one
wavelength contributed particularly overall to the predictive
power of the array, with most individual QD or intermediate
emissions scoring giving 40% classification accuracy by
themselves. Removing the intermediate wavelengths (520 and
533 nm) leaving the three principal emission peaks in the data
set did score 100% classification accuracy, but with −2logLikeli-
hood = 7.98, indicating a greater risk of misclassification.
However, the fact that perfect accuracy is achievable with these
three wavelengths, in comparison to the 80% achieved by the
combination of the three single channel results, highlights the
advantages of a multichannel array.
Finally, the effect of contaminants on the array was

examined. The methanolic array was dosed with either
untreated London tap water (containing trace Cl−, NO3

−,
Na+, etc.) or a solution of nitrobenzene. In each case the
contaminant addition did not substantially alter the array
fluorescence, and on addition of TNT, quenching was still
observed of the same magnitude as in ideal conditions (Figure
S13). However, it was observed that red OMe608 channel was
the least stable element to contaminants, with more variation
on dilution than with the other channels.

CONCLUSIONS

We have created and demonstrated the first multichannel
fluorescent nanoparticle array for explosives detection. The
array was constructed from multicolour QDs featuring several
novel surface ligands with supramolecular functionality. These
were synthesized with a facile methodology, easily extendable
to other functionalities. Five nitroaromatics and nitroaliphatics
could be reliably detected and discriminated by the array, at
part-per-million or lower concentrations. The use of array-
based sensing with a multichannel platform has created a single
sample test for these materials, with a limit-of-detection of <0.2
μg/mL. The multichannel nature of the test ensures that less
sample is required and more accurate and rapid results are
obtained. This work is the first step toward devising a
monitoring system for explosive residues in waste waters with
environmental and security applications. It could, for example,
be coupled with solid-phase extraction of waters and soils into
methanol for a rapid diagnostic test. This work further
highlights the power of differential, multichannel arrays for
sensing a wide range of chemicals.

METHODS

CdSe/ZnS QDs, LA-PEG-OMe, LA-TEG-OH and other starting
materials prepared by literature methods as described in Supporting
Information. LA-TEG-CX and -CD were created by the click
conjugation of monopropargyl per-methyl-β-cyclodextrin or mono-
propargyl calix[4]arene to LA-TEG-N3 with Cu on an activated carbon
support.34

To create the QD-ligand conjugates, a protocol based on Palui et
al.35 was used. Thirty μL of an as-synthesized QD solution was added
to 710 μL n-hexane in a glass vial. Methanolic tetramethylammonium
hydroxide solution (20 mM, 100 μL) and 250 μL of 100 mM
methanolic ligand solution were added to form a biphasic mixture. A
stirrer bar was added and the atmosphere changed to nitrogen, before
the vial was capped and stirred under 5 × 18 W 365 nm UV-bulbs
(Philips TL-D). The progress of the reaction was monitored by
observing the fluorescence in the methanolic layer, and once the
transfer was complete the QDs were mixed with 1 mL 10:1 ethanol/
chloroform and 9 mL hexane, to precipitate, before separation and
washing via centrifugation three times (4500 rpm, 5 min). The
precipitated QDs were resuspended in 1 mL MeOH and stored at 4
°C for further use.

Dilute solutions of each QD were prepared in MeOH (15 μL/mL)
and titrated with fixed amounts of 1 mM DNT, TNT, tetryl, RDX, and
PETN, to create solutions at 15.2, 29.8, 44.1, 58.0, 71.4, and 84.5 μM.
The fluorescence of each solution was measured multiple times to
attain a stable average reading. The intensity of the fluorescence peak
(I) was used with the initial sample fluorescence (I0) to measure the
Stern−Volmer quenching (SV = I0/I), and %Q was calculated as [%Q
= 100 × (1 − I/I0)].

LDA and SVM analysis were performed on a data set consisting of 1
attribute per QD (e.g., %Q-CX544 or SV-516 nm) and the class. The
concentration data were removed to blind the computer model. LOD
fitting and LDA analysis were performed in the JMP 11 software
package. SVMs were performed using WLSVM in WEKA. For the
SVM, an RBF kernel was applied, and a grid search was used to
optimize the cost and gamma kernel values for each data set, followed
by 10-fold cross validation with the optimized values.42,43 Other
analysis and modeling was performed in OriginPro.
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